Abstract-The paper proposes an approach to optimize the connection weights and network structure of BP neural network (BPNN) which based on improved particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. For each network structure, the algorithm generates a series of particles which consist of connection weights and threshold values, and selects the best network structure according to the improved PSO algorithm. Because the PSO algorithm is easy to fall into local optimums, the algorithm introduces crossover operator and mutation operator to heighten the ability of jumping the local optimums. Compared with the basic BP algorithm, the results show that performances of the improved PSO-BP algorithm are superior to it, and the paper applies this BPNN model to metallogenic prediction and give the detailed steps.
momentum factor. The BP algorithm is based on the gradient descent law, and the amended value is controlled by the learning rate, the value of learning rate can influence the convergence velocity and training results of BPNN. The small learning rate can help the training result converge smoothly, but the learning velocity is slowly and the training time is very long, the large learning rate can enhance the convergence velocity, but it can cause oscillation. Many literatures proposed different approaches to modify learning rate, the representative method is the self-adaptive learning rate [6, 7] . Moreover, the basic BP algorithm only adjusts the connection weights according to the gradient descent direction in the t time and ignores the gradient directions before the t time, so it is easy to oscillation and converges slowly. Adding self-adaptive momentum factor [8] to the basic BP algorithm can reduce the sensibility of local adjustment on error surface and jump the local optimums. (2) To select suitable initial connection weights. The initial connection weights can determine the convergence direction because of the gradient descent law, so it is important to select appropriate initial connection weights. Literature [9] generated a series of initial weights randomly during the training step, and then selected the best one among all the weights, literature [10] initialized a group of connection weights as the basic particles and optimized the weights using the PSO algorithm. (3) To adjust the network structure or modify the error function. The key problem of network structure optimization is to determine the amount of hidden layers and the neuron number in each hidden layer. The common methods include experience formula [11] , experiment comparison [12] , and so on. In addition, literature [13] adopted information entropy to replace the traditional error function in order to describe the errors more exactly. (4) To improve the activation function. The activation function can be adjusted in various aspects [14, 15] , such as function form, function position in the BPNN, replacing the traditional sigmoid function with the new activation function, and so on. (5)To combine BP algorithm with bionic optimization algorithms. Literatures [16] [17] [18] [19] used particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms to improve the connection weights in BPNN, and got good results.
The above methods have different effects to heighten the BPNN's performances, particularly, it is the key problem to select connection weights appropriately, because the initial weights determine the convergence direction of BPNN [9] .In addition, appropriate neuron number in hidden layer can heighten the computation precision. Some scholars [16] [17] [18] [19] used PSO algorithms to optimize network structure and connection weights, but these methods either took the neuron number in hidden layer as a constant, or only used PSO algorithm to optimize the weights. This paper introduced crossover operator and mutation operator to basic PSO algorithm and used the improved PSO algorithm not only to optimize the connection weights and threshold values, but also optimize the network structure. The crossover operator and mutation operator can add the variousness of particles, which can help algorithm to jump the local optimums, and the paper introduced particle similarity to control the running of crossover operator and mutation operator. The algorithm also generates a series of particles which consist of connection weights and threshold values for each network structure, and selects the best network structure according to the improved PSO algorithm. The common methods of computing neuron number in hidden layer generally are not universal, which include experience formula method and fixed neuron number method, the BPNN which has fixed neuron number in hidden layer cannot meet different optimized problems' requirements, so this paper optimized connection weights and threshold values for each common network structure(3-8 neurons) and selected the best one. This algorithm not only heightened PSO algorithm's searching ability, but selected the best neuron number in hidden layer, so it can generate better results compared with the basic BPNN.
The rest of the paper are organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of basic conceptions, including the theory of basic BP algorithm, and the review of PSO algorithm, these conceptions are used by the next section, section III details the optimization of network structure and weights based on the improved PSO, and gave the algorithm steps. The experimental results and algorithm application in metallogenic prediction domain are described in section IV, and at last section V concludes this paper.
II. THE BASIC CONCEPTIONS

A. The Theory of Basic BPNN
The basic BP algorithm includes two aspects: signal forward transmission and error reversed transmission, that is to say, the BPNN computes the actual output values according to the direction from input to output, but the connection weights and threshold values are adjusted according the direction from output to input. The structure of BPNN is as follow. o is the actual output value of the kth neuron in output layer; (9) k T is the expected output value of the kth neuron in output layer; According to the above conceptions and figure 1 , the details of the BP algorithm can be described as follows.
(1)The signal forward transmission
The input value i net of the ith neuron in hidden layer is defined as follow.
The output value i y of the ith neuron in hidden layer is defined as follow. The input value k net of the kth neuron in output layer is defined as follow.
The output value k o of the kth neuron in output layer is defined as follow.
( )
(2)The error reversed transmission The BP algorithm computes the output errors according to reversed order, and then adjusts the connection weights between contiguous layers based on gradient descent law in order to let the actual output be close to the theoretical value unlimitedly. The error function for each sample p is defined as follow.
The global training error of P samples is described as follow.
We conclude the adjusting value of connection weight in output layer which is defined as follow, where η is the learning rate.
The adjusting value of connection weight in hidden layer is described as follow, where η is the learning rate.
So the iterative formulae of the connection weight are defined as follows.
From the above descriptions we can see that the basic BN algorithm has slow convergence velocity owing to the gradient descent law, but the PSO algorithm has rapid convergence speed, and can optimize the basic BPNN.
B. The Theory of Basic Standard PSO Algorithm
The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is widely used to optimize various problems [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] ,and it can be defined by formula (11) and (12) .Suppose that the search space is D-dimensional, and the position of the ith particle of the swarm can be represented by a D- GC p p p  becomes the best solution found so far. The velocity of the particle and its new position will be determined according to the following two equations.
Where w is the inertia weight, c 1 and c 2 are acceleration coefficients regulating the relative velocity toward global and local best, r 1 and r 2 are two random numbers in [0,1]. Popularly, we set a maximal iterative number (such as iter max Because the PSO algorithm has rapid convergence velocity, some literatures used it to optimize the BPNN.Literature [10] defined the weights and threshold values of each BPNN as the elements of one particle, and used the PSO algorithm to optimize weights and threshold values, but this method cannot optimize the network structure. Literature [19] used SPSO algorithm to train BPNN, and optimized the connection structure, but it took the neuron number as a constant. This paper not only improves the network structure, but also optimizes connection weights and threshold values, moreover, the paper introduces the crossover and mutation operator to help BPNN jump the local optimums.
) as the concluding condition.
III. OPTIMIZATION OF NETWORK STRUCTURE AND WEIGHTS BASED ON IMPROVED PSO ALGORITHM
A. Optimization of Network Structure
Hornik [26] proved that the BPNN which has three layers and uses Sigmoid activation functions can simulate nonlinear relation according to arbitrary precision, so this paper adopted three layers to describe the network structure. The determination of neuron number in hidden layer generally uses experience formula or trial-and-error method, it needs change weights and threshold values continually in this process, so the convergence and efficiency have been influenced [27] .According to build different type of network structure (different neuron number in hidden layer), this paper generates r weights and threshold values for each type of BPNN, and uses PSO algorithm to optimize them, at last selects the network structure which has minimum errors.
B. Optimization of Connection Weights
In order to describe the algorithm unambiguously, some conceptions are defined as follows.
(1) Particle Position and Velocity For each type of network structure, the paper generates r particle's positions and velocities, they have the same structure, and the vector can be described as follow.
( , , , )
The meanings of ij v , ki w , i θ and k a are defined in section II, ij v and ki w can be described by the formula (14) and formula(15) ,where 1 ,
,and they can be arranged as the particle elements according to the column or row sequence. i θ and k a can be described by the formula (16)and formula (17) ,where 
...
In order to improve the performance of PSO algorithm, we adjust the inertia weight w in formula (11) , and w can be defined by formula (18 
(2) Crossover operator PSO algorithm has rapid convergence speed, but it is also easy to fall into local optimums. In order to add the particle variety and heighten the ability of jumping local optimums, the paper introduces the crossover and mutation operator into PSO algorithm. The algorithm randomly selects a part of elements in one vector to swap with another one, the formal description is as follow.
Swap (Vector1, Vector2, n) (19) Where vector1 and vector2 are defined by the formula (13), which are the particle's positions, n is the swap dimension.
(3) Mutation operator Mutation operator is also to add the variety and it can be described as follow. Where Vector i Mutation (Vector is the particle position which executes the mutation operation,p is the mutation cover probability, which means the proportion of the mutant elements to the total elements in particle position . 
Particle similarity describes the similar degree between two particles' positions, and it is defined by formula (21) , where m and n represent the positions of two different particles, i m and i n are the corresponding elements of the two positions, D is the position dimension and its value is Q*(M+L+1)+L. 
C. Steps of PSO-BP Algorithm
Suppose the probabilities of executing crossover operator and mutation operator are p c and p m ,the number of iterations is iter max Set ,and for each network structure, the algorithm generates r particles according to formula (13) . According to the above definitions, the algorithm (named as PSO-BP algorithm) can be described as figure 2. Figure 2 .the steps of PSO-BP algorithm According to the above algorithm, we can see that the algorithm introduced crossover operator and mutation operator to heighten the particles variety and select the suitable network structure and its weights and threshold values, which generates the maximum/minimum fitness function value among all the different network structures.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUTION
A. Simulation Experimentation
We design three layers BP neural network which has different neuron number in hidden layer,and use the PSO algorithm to optimize it. We set the particle number r=20,iteration number iter max =5000,the minimum error of stopped training is 10 -6 ,the parameters c 1 =c 2 We also introduced the following error functions to describe the algorithm performance, and compared the PSO-BP algorithm with the basic BP algorithm, and adopted the following functions to test the improved algorithm.
=1.4,the training samples are generated randomly and the number is 100,the number of the test samples is 50. The learning rate of BP algorithm is 0.7,the momentum factor is 0.3.
Suppose the amount of test samples is Z, the global error of test samples is described by formula (23), the average absolute errors of training samples and test samples are defined by formula (24) and formula (25) separately.
From table I we can see that the results of PSO-BP algorithm are better than those of basic BP algorithm when the algorithms run 5000 times and have 5 hidden neurons. Table II displays the test errors of PSO algorithm for different neuron number in hidden layer when the algorithms run 5000 times, we can see that the best network structure is 2-5-1 which has the minimum test errors. The PSO-BP algorithm not only can generate better results than the basic BP algorithm, but also has rapid convergence speed, which is proved by figure 3 and 4 .In this experiment, we set E 2 =0.002 and E 2 =0.0002 as the precision requirements, and compute the iterative number of basic BP algorithm and PSO-BP algorithm when the neuron number in hidden layer is from 3 to 8. From figure 3 we can see that the PSO-BP algorithm used less than 10 iterative times to get the required result which satisfied E 2 =0.002, and the iterative numbers have changed a little when we adopted different neuron numbers (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) in hidden layer, but under the same conditions, the basic BP algorithm used more than 18 iterative times to get the required value, and the iterative numbers are instable. We further heightened the error precision (E 2 =0.0002) to check the convergence speed of PSO-BP algorithm, which described by figure 4. From figure 4 we can see that the iterative times of PSO-BP algorithm are less than those of basic BP algorithm obviously when neuron number is from 3 to 7, and the gap reduced with the increase of neuron number, but when neuron number is 8, the iterative time of PSO-BP algorithm is more than that of basic BP algorithm, it hinted that the convergence speed of PSO-BP algorithm become slow with the increase of neuron number in hidden layer.
From the above experiment results we can see that the PSO-BP algorithm can get better results than basic BP algorithm when at the same iterative number, and the PSO-BP algorithm has rapid convergence speed.
B. Application in Metallogenic Prediction Domain
(1) The principle of metallogenic prediction BPNN has been used to many different doamains, for example metallogenic prediction. With the development of national economy, the requirement amount of various minerals is larger and larger. The mineral prospecting and exploiting face severe challenges, metallogenic prediction becomes the key corresponding measure, and it is the important approach of reducing exploration risk and improving the survey efficiency. Metallogenic prediction is the deduction, explanation and evaluation to the unknown or potential minerals according to certain metallogenic theory, geological environment and conditions, then gives the methods of finding minerals and predicts the potential resources.
The principle of metallogenic prediction based on BPNN can be described as figure 5 . From it we can see that the sets of V, R U and initial values of W can be provided by domain experts, we can improve the orecontrol factor weights through using PSO-BP algorithm to train them, and apply V, R and W to get the prediction quotas of ore quality through using fuzzy neural network, we also can use abundance method and DEM information to compute the amount of ore storages, the two parts of the proposed model can get the basic data from certain data sources ,such as remote sensing images. .Therefore, m single factor evaluation sets construct the evaluation matrix ml R ,and it can be described as follow. .Each weight in W represents the effect degree of certain factor in U to the total evaluation, the greater the weight is, the stronger the factor's influence is. This model gives the initial weight values firstly by experts, and then trains them according to PSO-BP neural network. The detailed PSO-BP algorithm has been described in section III, we can map weight set W to the connection weights of PSO-BP neural network, and use the PSO-BP neural network to train the weight set W according the algorithm steps described in section III.
To compute the comprehensive evaluation set based on fuzzy set theory, and then evaluate the prediction areas according to the rule of maximum membership degree, the procedure can be described as formula (27) , we can select the corresponding metallogenic prospect area which has the maximum value V in the matrix as the result of ore quality prediction.
[ ] 6) To predict the ore quanitity.We adopt the abundance method to compute the ore area through data sources, for example, the remote sensing images which extract much alteration mineral information, and then use DEM information to compute the amount of mineral storage. 7) To consider comprehensively the mineral deposits and quality to give an overall prediction and evaluation.
U
We can use this model to forecast and evaluate different minerals, such as copper ore, iron ore, and so on. For example, the following elements can be regard as the ore-control factors and construct the set for the copper ores.
U= {u 1 The set of metallogenic prospect areas are the quality prediction quotas, and they can be defined as follows.
V= {best, good, average, bad} or V= {advantageous zone, the more favorable zone, unfavorable zone} ml R We also can get the membership degree matrix and the weight set W of the set of ore-control factors U from expert experiences, we use PSO-BP algorithm and fuzzy neural network to compute the quality prediction quota, and use the abundance method and DEM information to get the ore quantity, at last we can conclude a comprehensive evaluation result based on the above prediction data.
V. CONCLUSION
BPNN has been used widely in different domains because it has many advantages, such as simple network strucuture,good self-learning ability, good ability of massively parallel processing.BPNN also has obvious weakness, for example slow convergence speed.PSO algorithm has the advantage of rapid convergence, so it is a good choose to use PSO algorithm to optimize BPNN.But PSO algorithm is easy to fall into the local optimums, the paper used improved PSO algorithm to optimize BPNN through introducing the crossover and mutation operator which can help BPNN jump local optimums, the algorithm did not adopt the fixed neuron number in hidden layer, but selected the best connection weights and threshold values through comparing different network structures. According to the simulation experimentation, the BPNN based on improved PSO algorithm can obtain better convergence precision than the basic BPNN and BPNN based on standard PSO.
